Quest for the Crest

The Crest and Motto illustrated above have been familiar to several
generations of the Wilkinson family. The Crest was used on cutlery and, with
the Motto “Praesto et Persto” appeared on a Bookplate made for Rev Alfred
Wilkinson (1810-1868).

Crest on tableware
Bookplate

Plaque with Crest

In more recent times Plaster of Paris plaques carrying the Crest were made to
give as presents to several family members.
This crest was known to many descendants of Joshua Wilkinson and is
presumed to have come down from his father (Joseph Wilkinson, clothier of
Leeds) and earlier generations of the family.
Until recently however the origin of the Crest remained unknown to the family.
In November 2012 I was contacted by a researcher from the Institute of
Heraldic and Genealogical Studies (IHGS). She was researching the family for a
distant Wilkinson relative of ours. I provided some family material and she
found a reference to the award of the crest to William Wilkinson in 1564.

Wilkinson “Arms” and “Crest”
Somewhere around the year 1455 Roger
Wilkinson (d 1547), a tanner, was born in Barnsley, Yorkshire. Whether he was
our direct ancestor is uncertain but he, along with his son John Wilkinson
(c1485 – 1556) and his grandson, William Wilkinson (c 1510 – c 1570), appear to
have links to our forebears?
During a similar time period (late fifteenth / early sixteenth century) a John
Wilkinson (d 1521) was a draper and alderman in London. He had Arms (see
Branche family below) which were described in heraldic terms as “Gules, a fess
vair, in chief a unicorn passant between 2 mullets or,”. The word “Gules”
indicates a red shield. “In chief” refers to the top third of the shield and
“unicorn passant” describes a unicorn walking across the shield with head facing
forwards. “Fess” is a transverse band across the middle of the shield and “Vair”
is a variegated pattern, usually blue and white, in this area of the shield. The 2
“Mullets” refers to two five pointed stars (said to resemble a “spur”). The “or”
indicates that the Mullets are coloured gold.
The grant of Arms to John Wilkinson took place in 1519. It is not known when
an earlier grant of similar arms had been made to this family, but there is
documented evidence of similar Arms held by Wilkinsons during the previous
century. This John Wilkinson did not have any surviving sons to inherit the arms
and the arms passed to his daughter Joane Wilkinson, who married John
Branche. Their son, Sir John Branche, was a Lord Mayor of London in 1580.
Curiously the Grant of Arms has some differences from the description given
above – the Unicorn was “courant” (e.g. running) rather than “passant”.
The relevance of these very clearly described Arms is that they are for
practical purposes the same Arms as those which were confirmed as being held
by William Wilkinson of Bolton upon Dearne, at the time that he was given the
Crest (see below). This makes it probable that John Wilkinson in London was
related to Roger Wilkinson of Barnsley. The implication from this is that the

Arms were awarded in an earlier generation and passed down several branches
of the family, with some minor changes in detail (referred to as “differencing”),
as usually occurred when Arms passed to other sons than the eldest (who was
allowed to retain the original Arms).
The link is through the fact that in 1563/4 a new Crest was granted to William
Wilkinson, of Bolton upon Dearne, and a Coat of Arms was confirmed as being
owned by the family. The Coat of Arms had evidently belonged to the family
earlier, but the Crest appears to have been new. The Crest – a Fox’s Head with
a Bird’s Wing in its mouth is one which is very familiar to our family. It may be
assumed that it was “inherited” by Joshua Wilkinson (upholder) and his father,
Joseph Wilkinson (clothier from Leeds). Certainly this crest has been known
to multiple descendants of William Wilkinson (1763 – 1833) and it seems
reasonable to assume that he had acquired it from his father and from earlier
generations of Wilkinsons. The origin of the Motto “Praesto et Persto”, on the
other hand, remains completely unknown. This Crest, with some “differencing”
appears to have been used by several branches of Wilkinsons in the West
Riding of Yorkshire and in Derbyshire in the sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Several pedigrees exist that document branches of
Wilkinsons in Pontefract, Manningham (Yorkshire), and in Blackwell in
Derbyshire. Unfortunately the linkages between these various pedigrees are
not established, but all these branches of the family used the same (or very
similar) Arms and Crest – making it probable that they were all closely related?
Another linked family, with a pedigree that starts in Yorkshire, but with
descendants in Berkshire, is “Wilkinsons of Lawrence Waltham”. This family
also used similar Arms and Crest. The first of the family was Thomas Wilkinson
of Eland in Yorkshire and his wife Isabel Wilkinson, who may have been a
cousin? Isabel was said to be daughter and heiress of Christopher Wilkinson of
Eland. The Arms might have come from Thomas Wilkinson or his wife’s family?
If they were cousins both might have had the right to carry similar Arms. Both
Thomas’s father (supposedly Robert Wilkinson) and Christopher Wilkinson
would have been born around 1530 – 1550 and hence might have been sons of
William Wilkinson to whom the Crest was given in 1564?

They are not specifically mentioned in the pedigree of the Wilkinsons of Bolton
upon Dearne, which appears to have been provided by Francis Wilkinson at the
time of the Herald’s visitation of Yorkshire in 1584 (only Francis and his
brothers Patrick and John were shown, along with a sister Elena). At any rate
the fact that this family carried similar Arms and Crest makes it probable that
the families are linked?
Further research on these Arms reveals that an even earlier Wilkinson who
carried very similar Arms was Thomas Wilkinson, “Vicar of St John the Baptist
Church” in Halifax from around 1437 until his death in about 1480. He was
responsible for much restoration of the church and for the installation of the
East Window. His Arms were painted on the church ceiling. He was probably
born in around 1410? The description of the Arms is: “Gules, a fess varie, in
chief an unicorn currant, argent, between two roses or, in a bordure ---”
Insofar as his period as “vicar” was before the reformation one assumes that
he was a Roman Catholic priest and would probably have inherited the Arms
from his father? This suggests that the grant of Arms to an earlier Wilkinson
may have gone back even earlier – perhaps into the late fourteenth century?
Two centuries later another Vicar of the same church, Joseph Wilkinson who
was born about 1651, carried very similar Arms, which were also painted on the
church ceiling after his death in 1711. His Arms are described: “Gules, a fess
vaire, in chief an unicorn passant or, in a bordure. ...”. He had previously served
as a minister in churches in Dublin and in Wiggington in Yorkshire, before being
appointed as Vicar of Halifax by King William III in 1691. This Vicar would have
been a Protestant minister. It is probable that both these priestly Wilkinsons
came from related families, albeit separated by many generations.
No link has been found between any of these families and Joseph Wilkinson,
Clothier of Leeds (father of Joshua Wilkinson). It seems likely that our Joseph
was a resident of Hunslet, Leeds and was married to Martha Lambert. This
Joseph was a clothier and was born in 1685. He had brothers named Joshua and
William, which is suggestive that he may have belonged to the same family? His
father was also named Joseph (and a clothier) and was married to Mary Walker.
As yet no evidence of a baptism provides a definite link for our Joshua?
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Whilst John Wilkinson, Alderman of London in 1517 and Sheriff in 1519, is not known to have
had links with Yorkshire the following provides a link through Thomas Wilkinson, who seems
to have been his cousin:
From RootsWeb - letter from Tony Houghton-Brown (New Zealand). ahbrown@nznet.gen.nz
“I have a copy of the will of Thomas Wilkinson, vicar of Harrow on the hill and Orpington,
canon of Ripon, and 2nd President of Queens' College, Cambridge 1485-1505, etc, died 1511. ------- Thomas was a Yorkshireman, probably originally from Elland. ----------He also had a
cousin, John Wilkinson, who was a draper & alderman. ------ died at Orpington where there is
said to be a brass monument.”
THOMAS WILKINSON, M.A., B.D. Fellow of Michaelhouse. PRESIDENT 1485-1505. Vicar
and Rector of Harrow, Middx., of Orpington, Kent., of Wimbledon, Surrey, of Ecton,
Northants, Dean of Shoreham, Kent, Canon of Ripon. d.1511.
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Illustrations of different arms (and crests) held by various Wilkinson families

Wilkinsons in West Riding of Yorkshire (c 1400 – 1711)
Map of “West Riding” of Yorkshire 1720 (Emanuel Bowen & John Owen Britannia Depicta)
1. Barnsley - Roger Wilkinson (c1455 - 1547)
2. Bolton upon Dearne - William Wilkinson (c1525 - c 1580)
3. Pontefract - William Wilkinson (and descendants) (c 1565 - 1635)
4. Manningham - Richard Wilkinson (and descendants) (c 1570 - c1648)
5. Elland - Thomas Wilkinson (c 1550 - 1603)
6. Leeds - Joseph Wilkinson (c 1690 - c 1750)
7, Halifax – (Vicars) Thomas (c 1410 – 1480), Joseph (1651 – 1711)

Wilkinson pedigree:
(I) Roger Wilkinson (of Barnsley) c1455 – 1548

(II)

John Wilkinson c 1485 – 1556 = Elizabeth Snell
(b c 1500)

3 sons (died)

Adam Wilkinson

Richard

(III) William Wilkinson c 1525 – c 1580

William

George = Alice

Thomas

6 daughters

(living in 1578)

of Bolton upon Dearne
(Right to arms confirmed

= Bridget Sacheverell (c 1525 - ?)

and new crest awarded 1564)

Francis (c 1545?)
(living in 1598)

Patrick = Alice
(living in 1598)

No children recorded

John

Elena

? Richard Wilkinson (of Manningham)

Notes: William Wilkinson would have become the heir to John Wilkinson, as his older brothers all
died without issue. This would have given him the right to inherit the family Arms, as confirmed in
1564, when the new Crest was also awarded.
William Wilkinson of Doncaster (born c 1565) might have been a son of Francis or Patrick Wilkinson
of Bolton upon Dearne? He became mayor of Pontefract and his family certainly had the crest and
similar arms (but with slight ‘differencing’ - no Mullets?).
The Manningham family, who are also stated to be “a branch of the Bolton Upon Dearne family”, again
have a slightly different coat of arms (with a “Canton Azure”) and a crest that is also “differenced”.
The first member of this family (Richard Wilkinson d. 1648) was probably born around 1570 as his
son and heir Thomas was aged 66 in 1666 (hence born in 1600). In the “History of Manningham” it is
noted that Richard’s father was “John Wilkinson” – possibly the brother of Francis Wilkinson?
Thomas Wilkinson of Elland was born around 1550 and was the father of Rev Gabriel Wilkinson. This
family also carried similar Arms and crest. Thomas was thought to be a son of Robert Wilkinson.
Some sources suggest that this Robert was a brother of William Wilkinson of Bolton upon Dearne?
The available data about the Barnsley Wilkinsons does not show a Robert (though there was a Richard
who might have been born about 1520 and could be the person in question?).
The Arms held by Rev Joseph Wilkinson (1651-1711) appear similar to the Pontefract Wilkinsons (no
mention of the two Mullets)?

